Europe Map Current Government

Directions:
Label map with all country names and color the map based on type of current government listed on reverse side of this map. Use the key to label the different government types and color used. Draw any other items of your choice (water, compass, rivers, cities, etc) to complete.

Key

Name: ____________________________
Date: ____________________________
COUNTRY     | SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT     
-------------|-------------------------
Albania      | Presidential Republic   
Andorra      | Parliamentary Republic   
Armenia      | Presidential Republic  
Austria      | Parliamentary Republic   
Azerbaijan   | Presidential Republic   
Belarus       | Parliamentary Republic  
Belgium      | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Bosnia and Herzegovina | Parliamentary Republic   
Bulgaria     | Parliamentary Republic   
Croatia      | Parliamentary Republic   
Cyprus       | Presidential Republic   
Czech Republic | Parliamentary Republic   
Denmark      | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Estonia      | Parliamentary Republic   
Finland      | Semi-Presidential Republic   
France       | Semi-Presidential Republic   
Georgia      | Presidential Republic   
Germany      | Parliamentary Republic   
Greece       | Parliamentary Republic   
Hungary      | Parliamentary Republic   
Iceland      | Parliamentary Republic   
Ireland      | Parliamentary Republic   
Italy        | Parliamentary Republic   
Kosovo       | Parliamentary Republic   
Latvia       | Parliamentary Republic   
Liechtenstein | Constitutional Monarchy   
Lithuania    | Parliamentary Republic   
Luxembourg   | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Macedonia    | Parliamentary Republic   
Malta        | Parliamentary Republic   
Moldova      | Semi-Presidential Republic   
Monaco       | Constitutional Monarchy   
Montenegro   | Parliamentary Republic   
Netherlands  | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Norway       | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Poland       | Parliamentary Republic   
Portugal     | Parliamentary Republic   
Romania      | Semi-Presidential Republic   
Russia       | Semi-Presidential Republic   
San Marino   | Mixed Republican   
Serbia       | Parliamentary Republic   
Slovakia     | Parliamentary Republic   
Slovenia     | Parliamentary Republic   
Spain        | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Sweden       | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy   
Switzerland  | Mixed Republic   
Turkey       | Parliamentary Republic   
Ukraine      | Semi-Presidential Republic  
United Kingdom | Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy  
Vatican City | Theocracy   

DEFINITIONS

**Presidential Republic:** In full presidential systems, the president is both head of state and head of government.

**Parliamentary Republic:** A parliamentary republic is a system in which a prime minister is the active head of the executive branch of government and also leader of the legislature. The president’s degree of executive power may range from being reasonably significant to little or none at all. Where the president holds little executive power, their function is primarily that of a symbolic figurehead.

**Semi-Presidential Republic:** In semi-presidential systems, there is usually both a president and a prime minister. In such systems, the president has genuine executive authority, unlike in a parliamentary republic, but some of the role of a head of government is exercised by the prime minister.

**Mixed Republican:** What would normally be considered a prime minister is given title of president and serves as both the head of state and government.

**Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy:** Systems in which a prime minister is the active head of the executive branch of government. In some cases the prime minister is also leader of the legislature, in other cases the executive branch is clearly separated from legislature although the entire cabinet or individual ministers must step down in the case of vote of no confidence. The head of state is a constitutional monarch who only exercises his or her powers with the consent of the government, the people or their representatives.

**Constitutional Monarchy:** The prime minister is the nation’s active executive but the monarch still has considerable political powers that can be used at their own discretion.

**Theocracy:** States based on a state religion where the head of state is selected by some form of religious hierarchy.